Nature… Unique… Endless… Connect…

A Cites registered nursery
Offering rare and unusual own grown succulent plants at affordable prices
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Newsletter-January 2018
A Bringer of GOOD LUCK and a symbol of great
vitality …for 2018

The Resurrection Bush
(Myrothamnus flabellifolia)
A distinguished indigenous gem from the
mountainous areas of southern Africa!

Celebrate the new year with a tasty cup of tea made from these aromatic leaves that
contain camphor and eucalyptol oil!
- A most fascinating phenomenon is the resurrection
action of this unique woody plant! When in drought
and water is unavailable, the plant enters dormancy
and can survive in a desiccated state without harm,
for several months, thanks to complicated cellular
and chemical processes.

-By just by adding water, a dry, seemingly lifeless plant,
soon awakes to new life. It is the ideal plant for people who

forget to water.
- In African tradition it has a multitude of medicinal uses including respiratory ailments and wound
healing.
- Its indigenous to the shallow rocky mountainous outcrops of southern Africa.

Enjoy this magical plant as a symbol of hope and bringer of Good Luck for 2018 and surprise
your friends with the following products available:

One live rooted plant (in a 9cm pot) in a neat, attractive box with instructions
@R155

One vase (↑16cmᴓ6cm) with three individually packed live plant stems in a
neat, attractive box with instructions @70

A folder card (15cmx16cm) with attractive photo of
indigenous nature , (envelope included) with one
neatly attached live branch in a plastic cover @R55.
Each card has a different photo of nature

One attractive, neat card with 12-16cm live branch@R28

In the nursery it’s a feast of colours of Adeniums at this time of the year
Attached is the latest plant list of the plants on offer for this season. There are selected individual,
beautiful-plants, which we cannot capture on a plant list, which are better to be seen by yourself
when you come and visit the nursery (e.g extra large Adeniums,)
-We also offer a postal service for smaller plants (minimum order of R350. Packaging and postage cost is a
minimum amount of R150 for the customer depending on the size of the order)

Come and visit the nursery in the growing season, the last Friday and Saturday of the
month:

26+27 January, 9+10 February (additional sales day), 23+24 February, 23+24
March 2018 (8h00-14h00).
Attached is a street map for directions to come to the nursery.
- For more info visit the website: http://www.flora-africa.com/
- For the latest news, look and like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Flora-Africa/

With best wishes
Christiane and Ralph Peckover

